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the darkest figures of dramatic poetry; but a figure
drawn with a power which shows that Ibsen had read
his Shakespeare attentively. I know of few more
impressive death scenes in the literature of the theatre
than that of Bishop Nikolas in The Pretenders.
But the real spiritual kernel of the drama is the
antithesis of the two pretenders. They stand to each
other as do Aladdin and Nureddin in Oehlenschlager's
drama of Aladdin. The kingly Haakon, happy,
confident and strong, is the born rulet of men, the man
on whom fortune smiles, the Aladdin into whose
turban the oranges drop unsought. " The happiest
man", says Nikolas, "is the greatest man. The
happiest man achieves the greatest deeds—he whom
the demands of the age seize like flames. They
create in him thoughts which he himself does not
grasp ; they point out to him the way which he
follows and must follow, until he hears the exulta-
tion of his people and recognizes in surprise that he
has achieved a mighty work." Haakon is, and knows
himself to be, the bearer of a great mission; no
vacillation darkens his purpose; he knows what he
wills to do, and what he wills, he knows he can
achieve. He possesses the " kingly thought". And
Skule ? Skule is the eternal doubter—doubter of
himself, doubter of his life's purpose. He steals his
rival's " kingly thought ", as Nureddin steals Aladdin's
lamp ; he gives it out as his own, and perishes by his
lie. " I am hated by heaven ", he says, " because
I have abandoned the calling which was laid upon my
shoulders."
Contemporaries felt that behind this tragedy of
the " stuff of kings " lay a subjective motive : Ibsen's
own relationship to Bjornson, Bjornson was a
Haakon nature; he was one of those great optimistic
souls who—
. . . never doubted clouds would break,
Never dreamed, though right were worsted, wrong would
triumph . . .

